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Sharp-edge lanyards and fall arrestors
FFeature: manufactured from sharp-edge rated Kernmantle rope
FBenefit: added protection if a worker falls over a sharp edge

The Miller by Sperian sharp-edge lanyards 
and sharp-edge Scorpion fall arrestors protect 
against sharp-edge hazards that lanyards and 
workers may be exposed to, should a fall take 
place over a sharp edge.

Unlike regular polyester webbing lanyards, 
the lanyard is manufactured from robust 
12 mm sharp-edge rated Kernmantle rope 

which provides strength, durability and flexibility. Constructed from an internal core protected by a 
woven outer sheath, Kernmantle rope offers abrasion resistance under extreme working conditions.

To help minimise the impact of a fall, the lanyard features an external energy absorber that deploys 
to a maximum of 1.75 m in the event of a sustained fall. 

Suitable for use in construction, maintenance and any at-height applications, the lanyards are 
available with a variety of connector options and different combinations, from fixed-length to single-
adjustable, and double-fixed-length to double-adjustable. 

Featuring a quick-activating, high-strength stainless steel braking system that arrests falls to within 
centimetres, this retractable lifeline attaches to the rear D-ring of the harness for fall protection in 
the event of a fall.

The fall arrestor is manufactured using corrosion-resistant internal components, as well as an 
aluminium and stainless steel casing encased in a high-impact polymer cover.

For added safety when working around sharp edges, it is engineered with strong 25 mm polyamide 
sharp-edge rated webbing, and is compliant to the sharp-edge test in European standards.

Sperian Protection Australia Pty Ltd

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/E670

Magnifying reading lenses
FFeature: hydrostatic adhesion
FBenefit: users can peel lenses off and re-use on new glasses

The OPTX 20/20 HydroTac stick-on magnifying reading lenses 
for WHS professionals are an alternative to prescription 
safety glasses. 

Made with quality optical material, the soft plastic lenses 
bond via hydrostatic molecular adhesion (no glue) to the 
inside of eyewear lenses. They are water adherent, ensuring 
the design of the safety eyewear is not compromised. 

The lightweight lenses are re-usable. When safety glasses 
or sunglasses need to be replaced, users simply peel the 

lenses off and reposition them on new glasses with a drop of water. 
The reading lenses come with six different plus magnification strengths, are available in two 

sizes: standard (1.2″ diameter) and Magnoptic (1.6″ diameter), and can be trimmed for custom ap-
plication. 

The lenses are ANSI Z87.1 -2003 (Occupational & Educational Eye & Face Protection Devices) 
compliant. 

OPTX Australasia

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/F055
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Sensor and 
safety product 
catalogue
F	Feature: complete overview 
 of sensor and safety products
F	Benefit: pairs sensor products  
 with safety solutions
Banner Engineering’s 2010 
catalogue provides a user-
friendly guide to the com-
pany’s products and pairs 
sensor products with ver-
satile safety solutions. 

The full-colour catalogue 
includes over 800 pages of 
product features, applica-
tion images, model num-
bers and accessories.

The sensors division 
includes photoelectric, fi-
bre-optic, special-purpose, 
ultrasonic and measuring 
array sensors.

The catalogue features 
multiple navigation op-
tions, including colour-
coded tabs that correspond 
with product divisions. 
Users can then compare 
product features and per-
formance using the selec-
tion guide. 

The catalogue has de-
tailed illustrations of how 
these products can be 
deployed in industrial ap-
plications, with references 
that guide users to further 
information on each prod-
uct demonstrated. 

The resource also con-
tains more than 100 pages 
of accessories, including 
mounting brackets, cord 
sets, retroreflectors and 
enclosures.

Micromax Pty Ltd

Contact info and more items 
like this at wf.net.au/E890


